
TAEZ, Yemen: For Yemeni beekeeper Mohammed Saif,
honey production used to be a lucrative business but
years of war and climate change have taken the buzz out
of the family hives. The business, handed down from
father to son, “is slowly disappearing”, Saif told AFP.
“The bees are being hit by strange phenomena. Is it due
to climate change or the effects of war? We really don’t
know.”

Yemen, one of the world’s most impoverished coun-
tries, has been gripped by a deadly conflict since 2014,
pitting the Iran-backed Huthis against government
forces supported by a Saudi-led military coalition.

Hundreds of thousands of people have been killed in
fighting or through illness and malnutrition over the past
eight years, and the country’s infrastructure has been
devastated. But a fragile UN-brokered truce has held
since April, bringing some respite to the country and its

war-weary population. In the southwestern region of
Taez, Saif recently took stock of his hives in a rugged
valley surrounded by mountains. Before the war, Saif
said, the family managed 300 hives, now only 80 are left.

Experts consider Yemeni honey some of the best in
the world, including the prized Royal Sidr known for its
therapeutic properties. The United Nations says honey
plays a “vital role” in Yemen’s economy, with 100,000
households dependent on it for their livelihoods.

Bee ecosystems battered 
But “enormous losses have been inflicted on the

industry since the outbreak of the conflict”, the
International Committee of the Red Cross said in a
report in June. “Armed conflict and climate change are
threatening the continuity of a 3,000-year-old practice,”
the ICRC said.

“Successive waves of displacement to flee violence,
the impact of weapon contamination on production
areas, and the growing impact of climate change are
pushing thousands of beekeepers into precarity, signifi-
cantly reducing production.” Saif knows it all too well.
“Last year in our village a missile struck a beekeeper’s
hives. He lost everything,” he said.

“The war has had a very bad impact on us. The fight-
ers have targeted many zones where bees are found,” he
added. The ICRC’s Bashir Omar said the conflict had lim-
ited the ability of beekeepers to freely roam the land
whenever flowers were in bloom to collect the honey.
Landmines and active front lines are among the chal-
lenges they face.

“To make matters worse, Yemen, like many conflict-
affected countries, is disproportionately affected by cli-
mate change,” the ICRC report noted.

“Temperature rises in recent years, combined with
severe alterations caused to the environment, are dis-
turbing the bees’ ecosystem which is impacting the
pollination process,” it said. “With water tables falling
and increased desertification, areas previously
engaged in agricultural activities and beekeeping no
longer sustain these livelihoods.” The ICRC is provid-
ing financial support and training this year to bee-
keepers, after a similar initiative in 2021 that helped
nearly 4,000 of them. Nabil al-Hakim, who sells
Yemen’s celebrated yellow nectar in Taez shops, also
recalled the golden days before the conflict ravaged
his country. “Before the war we could make a good
living by selling honey... but honey has become rare
and customers can no longer afford it,” he said.
“Before, I used to sell up to 25 five-liter jars a month.
Now I can’t even sell one.” —AFP 
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Yemen’s ancient honey production 
a victim of war, climate change

Conflict batters bee ecosystem, inflicts enormous losses on industry

TAEZ, Yemen: A Yemeni beekeeper checks his beehives at a farm in Yemen’s third city of Taez, on June 28, 2022.
Experts consider Yemeni honey as one of the best in the world, including the prized Royal Sidr known for its ther-
apeutic properties. —AFP

TAEZ, Yemen: A Yemeni vendor pours honey into a jar as a customer looks on, at his shop in Yemen’s third city of Taez,
on June 28, 2022. — AFP

China’s July factory 
activity weakens 
on soft demand
BEIJING: China’s manufacturing activity logged a
surprise drop in July, official data showed Sunday, on
the back of weak demand and as strict zero-COVID
restrictions continue to cast a pall on growth. The
Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI), a key gauge of
manufacturing activity in the world’s second-biggest
economy, came in at 49.0 in July, down from 50.2 June
and below the 50-point mark separating growth from
contraction, National Bureau of Statistics data showed.

While sweeping COVID curbs have eased in major
cities such as Shanghai and Beijing, sporadic lock-
downs around the country have kept businesses and
consumers worried. “In July, the manufacturing PMI
dropped... due to factors such as the traditional off-
season for production, insufficient release of market
demand, and decline in prosperity of high-energy-
consuming industries,” said NBS senior statistician
Zhao Qinghe in a statement.

Zhao added that sharp price fluctuations of raw
materials had led some companies to adopt a wait-
and-see approach, “weakening purchasing intentions”.
The proportion of firms saying there was insufficient
market demand had also increased for four consecu-
tive months, he said, noting this was the “main difficul-
ty” among manufacturers.

But officials show few signs of relaxing strict pan-
demic curbs, with policymakers appearing to empha-

size zero-COVID over growth in a Politburo meeting
this week, where they vowed to strive for “the best
outcome” rather than to meet economic and social
targets.

“In acknowledging the difficulties, the government
has finally become flexible towards this year’s growth
target,” ANZ Research analysts said in a note. Chinese
leaders had originally set a full-year GDP growth tar-
get of around 5.5 percent, but with economic expan-
sion of just 0.4 percent in the second quarter, analysts
believe it is unlikely to hit that goal.

China’s non-manufacturing PMI dropped to 53.8
points as well in July, down from 54.7 in June, NBS
data showed yesterday. This follows policies to boost
consumption and with a pick-up in construction activ-
ities, the NBS statement said. — AFP

BEIJING: China’s manufacturing activity logged a surprise
drop in July, official data showed Sunday, on the back of
weak demand and as strict zero-COVID restrictions con-
tinue to cast a pall on growth.

Uber courts drivers 
by letting 
them pick rides
WASHINGTON: Uber on Friday said it will let driv-
ers in the United States see trip details before deciding
whether to accept them-a new feature long sought by
drivers. A common lament by drivers at the app-sum-
moned ride platform has been that they have to accept
a request before learning where trips will take them, or
how profitable they will be.

“Our new trip request screen makes it easier for
drivers to decide if a trip is worth their time and effort
by providing all the details-including exactly how
much they’ll earn and where they’re going-upfront,”
chief executive Dara Khosrowshahi said in a blog post.

Revealing details only once a driver had accepted a
trip was seen as a way to ensure riders would get
picked up promptly, and not be snubbed because they
were headed to locations deemed undesirable by driv-
ers. But Khosrowshahi said drivers have made it clear
that they want more flexibility and choice.

Uber said the new feature, called Upfront Fares,
was tested in several cities and was a success with
drivers while resulting in shorter wait times for pas-
sengers. The ride-sharing firm will also shift from
sending drivers a single ride request at a time, to let-
ting them pick from a list of detailed passenger
requests in an area. Uber is engaged in a long-term
effort to prove that its business model is socially and
economy viable.

The “gig economy”-which uses temporary inde-
pendent contractors for short-term tasks-has grown
rapidly since Uber’s launch in 2009 and is promoted as
a flexible way for people to earn money without the
constraints of a full-time job. But there has been grow-
ing backlash in countries around the world about the
conditions and dangers gig workers face.

Uber driver ranks-which shrank during the COVID-
19 pandemic-have not rebounded as quickly as
demand for rides, and soaring fuel costs have made the
gigs less attractive. The firm in March announced a
surcharge on both rides and Uber Eats meal deliveries
that would go directly to drivers to help offset high
fuel prices. — AFP 

The gas war 
between Russia 
and the West
BERLIN: Natural gas has emerged as a weapon of
war between Russia and Europe since Moscow’s
February 24 invasion of Ukraine.

Here is how the stand-off developed:

Nord Stream 2 halted 
On February 22, 2022, German Chancellor Olaf

Scholz says he is suspending the Nord Stream 2
pipeline project with Russia in response to Moscow’s
recognition of two breakaway regions in Ukraine.

The project has long been a source of tension with
Berlin’s allies in the United States and Europe, who
worry it would increase Germany’s energy depend-
ence on Russia. Ukraine also fears it will lose revenues
from gas transit if Nord Stream 2, which would deliver
Russian gas to Germany via the Baltic Sea, goes
ahead.

Gas prices soar 
On February 24, Russia invades Ukraine. Gas and

oil prices soar on fears of possible cuts in supplies. On
March 2, the European Union cuts seven Russian
banks off from the SWIFT banking transfer system.
But it spares two major lenders with strong ties to the
energy sector, reflecting the dependence of several EU
states on Russian gas.

US embargo 
On March 8, President Joe Biden bans US imports

of Russian gas and oil. The EU says it will cut its
imports of Russian gas by two-thirds this year and
Britain says it will phase out its Russian energy
imports by the end of 2022.

Russia’s riposte 
On March 23, Russian President Vladimir Putin

bans European gas customers from paying their bills in
dollars and euros, in response to the freezing of some
$300 billion in currency reserves held by Russia over-
seas. He announces that Moscow will now only accept
payment in rubles from “unfriendly” countries, includ-
ing EU nations.

The European Commission warns EU members that
by paying in rubles they would be violating interna-

tional sanctions against Moscow. Washington agrees
to provide Europe with an extra 15 billion cubic metres
of liquefied natural gas this year.

Taps turned off 
On April 27, Russian giant Gazprom cuts off gas

supplies to Bulgaria and Poland, in a move European
Commission chief Ursula von der Leyen describes as
“blackmail”. She says the two EU and NATO members
are now receiving gas from their EU neighbors.

On May 21, Russia cuts gas to neighboring Finland,
which has refused to pay in rubles and angered
Moscow by asking to join NATO. The Netherlands
and Denmark are also cut off after refusing to pay in
rubles.

No embargo 
On May 30, EU leaders agree to stop most Russian

oil imports by the end of the year but put off a ban on
Russian gas. 

Pressure on Europe 
In mid-June, Gazprom drastically cuts daily gas

supplies to Germany via the Nord Stream pipeline,
causing prices to soar. Claiming a technical problem,
Gazprom reduces deliveries by several notches, as EU
leaders prepare to give Ukraine candidate status.

On June 23, Germany moves closer to rationing gas,
raising its supplies alert level to the second of three
stages. 

EU plan 
On July 11, Gazprom begins 10 days of routine

maintenance on its Nord Stream 1 pipeline, resulting in
gas cuts in Europe. A week later, the EU and
Azerbaijan sign an agreement to double gas imports
from the energy-rich Caspian nation to Europe.

The 27-nation bloc has also turned to oil-rich
countries such as Qatar, Norway and Algeria to make
up for its energy shortfall. On July 20, the European
Commission urges EU states to reduce demand for
natural gas by 15 percent over the coming months to
secure winter stocks.

Supplies slashed again 
On July 25, Gazprom says it will further cut the sup-

ply to about 20 percent of the pipeline’s capacity due
to the “technical condition” of one of the turbines. The
German government says there is “no technical rea-
son” for the move. On July 30, Gazprom suspends gas
supplies to EU and NATO member Latvia, citing vio-
lations of the conditions of purchase. —AFP

Taxing windfall 
profits: Who, 
how and why?
WASHINGTON: While consumers lumber under
hefty gas and electricity bills, energy companies
are racking up billions in profits. This has prompted
some European countries to impose windfall taxes
to help offset the aid that governments are provid-
ing consumers to cope with inflation, and calls else-
where to do the same.

Why such a tax? 
Profits of energy companies have rocketed high-

er on the coattails of soaring energy prices in the
wake of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in February.
Shell earned $18 billion in profits in the second
quarter, TotalEnergies 5.7 billion euros and Eni 3.8
billion euros.

Rising energy prices are pushing millions of
households into financial precarity, and European
governments are on track to spend $169 billion on
exceptional measures to help consumers face up
to high fuel prices, according to the Organization
for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD). —AFP


